
JAZZ -  Offered to Teen, Junior and Mini classes. 
Jazz focuses on learning proper dance technique such as isolations of the body, improving 
balance, strength, performance quality and developing complex rhythms and patterns. Class 
includes a proper warm-up, stretches, isolations, across-the-floor progressions, and 
combinations.

TURN AND LEAP -  Offered to Teen and Junior classes. 
This class is designed to improve a dancer's range of motion, enhance muscle flexibility and 
increase their level of core muscle strength while improving balance and control. 

TAP -  Offered to Teen, Junior, Mini and Tiny Tot classes.
Designed to develop rhythm, style and sound. Students will learn a variety of tap styles from 
Broadway to Rhythm tap. Exercises focus on building flexibility of the knee and ankles, 
coordination, and speed of movement. The class emphasis is on developing proper tap 
technique, producing clear tap sounds, and having fun.

HIP HOP -  Offered to Teen, Junior and Mini classes. 
 A high-energy style that infuses tricks, hard hitting movements and smooth elements within 
class!  It will encourage students to step outside of the box by bringing their own individual flair 
and personality to the movements. Students will gain strength and stamina while having a blast 
on the dance floor! 

LYRICAL/CONTEMPORARY - Offered to Teen and Junior classes.
A style of expressive dance that combines elements of several dance genres including modern, 
jazz, lyrical and classical ballet. Lyrical/Contemporary dancers strive to connect the mind and 
the body through fluid dance movements to inspire movements to express strong emotions.

BALLET - Offered to Teen, Junior, Mini and Tiny Tot classes.  
Ballet is the “backbone” of all dance training. In ballet the student will learn grace, elegance, 
technique, discipline, flexibility, stamina, and endurance. We strongly feel that ballet is the most 
important dance form that a child or adult can study. We offer Ballet for all ages and abilities.

TINY TOTS - Tap and ballet combo class. (4-5yrs)
This 45 minute class is fun introduction to basic dance steps. Tiny tots class incorporates tap 
and ballet to encourage rhythm, balance, imagination and improving coordination. Above 
learning just dance steps, students gain confidence, independence and self-awareness.

MINI - Ballet and Tap combo class (6-8yrs) -  A combination of ballet and tap. This class is a 
great introduction to rhythm, tempo, and musicality in tap while building on skills and 
foundations of Ballet. 


